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Abstract: Due to the increasing diversity and complexity of embedded systems, the use of high-level synthesis (HLS)
and that of FPGAs have been both becoming prevalent in order to enhance the design productivity. Although a number
of works for FPGA-oriented optimizations, particularly about resource binding, have been studied in HLS, the HLS
technologies are still immature since most of them overlook some important facts on resource sharing. In this paper, for FPGA-based designs, we quantitatively evaluate eﬀects of several resource sharing approaches in HLS using
practically large benchmarks, on various FPGA devices. Through the comprehensive evaluation, the eﬀects on clock
frequency, execution time, area, and multiplexer distribution are examined. Several important discussions and findings
will be disclosed, which are essential for further advance of the practical HLS technology.
Keywords: high-level synthesis, FPGA, resource sharing, register retiming

1. Introduction
For increasing the design productivity of embedded systems,
high-level synthesis (HLS), which enables to design LSI circuits
at a higher abstraction level, is becoming prevalent these days [1].
There have been a number of researches in HLS to enhance
its technology for decades. Furthermore, as FPGAs have been
attracting more attention for improving the design productivity
and cost of embedded systems, FPGA-oriented HLS technologies
have been also well-studied. Especially, one of the major synthesis processes in HLS, binding, which assigns operations/variables
to functional units (FUs)/registers, has been the most popular research target because it highly aﬀects the area and performance
(i.e., clock frequency) of synthesized circuits.
If multiple operations/variables are bound to the same
FUs/registers, they share the resources (i.e., FUs/register) and
may insert multiplexers (MUXs) before the shared resources. Resource sharing saves resource usage to generally reduce area, but
may degrade clock frequency due to MUX insertion. On the other
hand, resource unsharing will provide high clock frequency, but
may grow circuit area by using a lot of resources. However, actually, resource sharing does not always reduce area. Specifically,
the area of inserted MUXs may be rather larger than that of shared
resources if the resources are small enough (e.g., adders and registers). Such a fact has not been taken into account enough in
most existing binding algorithms, such as Refs. [2], [3], [4]. As
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long as such fact is ignored, area reduction cannot be achieved as
expected.
Another discussion is the eﬃciency of resource unsharing.
This is actually eﬀective for improving clock frequency by removing MUXs, but obviously, not realistic in terms of area, especially for applications using a lot of expensive FUs (e.g., multipliers). As have been suggested in Ref. [5], a simple and practical
means would be thus an intermediate solution between resource
sharing and unsharing, i.e., selective resource sharing [6], which
is to share only such expensive resources while unsharing the others (i.e., small FUs and registers). However, this may not be yet
preferable in terms of performance because MUXs, which are inserted for sharing such large FUs, may reside on (near-)critical
paths because large FUs are likely to have long delay. That is, the
eﬀects of resource sharing approaches may depend on the application features.
In this paper, we quantitatively evaluate various resource sharing approaches (i.e., combinations of FU sharing/unsharing/selective sharing and register sharing/unsharing)
using several practically large applications which are widely used
in industry. Moreover, we further examine the eﬀects of register
retiming [6], which is to balance path length across registers for
reducing critical path delay, both at register-transfer (RT) and
gate levels. The eﬀects of these methods are discussed for one
4-input LUT-based FPGA and two 6-input LUT-based FPGAs, in
terms of performance (i.e., clock frequency and execution time),
circuit area, and MUX distribution. Through these discussions,
we will disclose important findings and directions for developing
more practical and sophisticated HLS algorithms.
To sum up, the contributions of this paper are
( 1 ) that while Ref. [5] has only indicated the importance of se-
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lectively sharing resources based on the evaluation on four
methods of sharing/unsharing FUs and registers, this paper,
besides those four methods, also examines an intermediate synthesis method (i.e., selective resource sharing) and
a method of suppressing clock prolongation (i.e., RT-level
retiming). These approaches are intuitive, and all the more,
we believe that their results demonstrate how important the
further study of more intelligent approaches are, which will
boost up the HLS community;
( 2 ) and that we provide in-depth discussions on the eﬀects of
each of six methods through MUX distributions, which more
clearly demonstrate the delay impact of each method for
each benchmark than Ref. [6].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 explains three techniques of handling resources (i.e., resource sharing, unsharing and selective sharing) and RT-level register retiming. Next, Section 3 describes our experimental setup.
Section 4 then discusses the impacts of six synthesis methods in
terms of clock frequency, execution time, circuit area, and MUX
distribution. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

ticularly for FPGA-based designs, the area (i.e., the number of
LUTs) to realize small FUs (e.g., adder) and those for MUXs
are comparable [7]. Thus, depending on the resources, e.g., as
shown in Fig. 1 (b), resource sharing rather costs area. Furthermore, MUX insertion would degrade clock frequency.
On the other hand, resource unsharing benefits from removing
those MUXs for clock improvement. However, it has a drawback of area increase, especially for applications where a number of expensive FUs, such as multipliers, are required. Moreover, some MUXs can still remain even after resource unsharing. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), which depicts a circuit synthesized
from the description in Fig. 2 (a), MUXs may be inserted before
a register to which a single multi-defined variable is assigned,
e.g., r in Fig. 2 (a). Resources need to be unshared after all variables are renamed so that all assignments are to variables with
distinct name (i.e., Static Single Assignment (SSA) transformation [8]: Fig. 2 (c)), in order to remove these MUXs as illustrated
in Fig. 2 (d). Some commercial HLS tools, e.g., eXCite [9], locally perform SSA transformation for dataflow analysis.

2. RT-Level Approaches for Area and Performance Improvement

2.2 Selective Resource Sharing
An intermediate approach between the two reviewed in Section 2.1 is selective resource sharing, which is to share only large
resources (e.g., multiplier) and unshare the others [6]. Compared
with resource unsharing (Fig. 3 (a)), this approach will suppress
the area of both resources and MUXs, as described in Fig. 3 (b)
which have small area by sharing multipliers.
However, clock improvement may not be expected as can be
achieved by resource unsharing. Because large resources are
likely to have long delay and originally reside on (near-)critical
paths, MUXs inserted to share them also tend to reside on such

This section briefly reviews eﬀects on circuit area and performance, particularly clock frequency, of resource sharing approaches through some examples. Also, RT-level register retiming is explained with a pseudo code.
2.1 Resource Sharing and Unsharing
Binding approaches in HLS can be largely categorized into
two: resource sharing and unsharing. Resource sharing assigns
multiple operations/variables to the same FU/register. For example, from the behavioral description shown in Fig. 1 (a), the
circuits shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c)*1 may be synthesized by FU
and register sharing, respectively. In general, as shown in these
figures, multiplexers (MUXs) would be inserted before resources
shared by distinct operations or variables. Various resource sharing algorithms have been presented in the last few decades, such
as Refs. [2], [3], [4], which aim at area reduction through mitigating MUX insertion under less resources. Although indeed sharing
reduces resource usage, the cost of inserted MUXs is not small,
because of which area reduction cannot be always achieved. Par-

Fig. 2 MUX insertion by resource unsharing and removal of such
MUXs: (a) A behavioral description with a multi-defined variable r, (b) MUX insertion before unshared register r, (c) An
SSA-transformed behavioral description, and (d) MUX removal.

Fig. 1 MUX insertion by resource sharing: (a) A behavioral description,
(b) FU sharing, and (c) Register sharing.
*1

Precisely, in FPGA-based designs, every register has a feed-back loop
(i.e., the output of a register is given back to its input) in order to keep
a value for multiple cycles, for which a MUX is inserted. In this paper,
however, such MUXs are not depicted in figures in order to distinguish
between MUXs for the feed-back loop and ones for register sharing.
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Fig. 3 Critical path delay: (a) Resource unsharing and (b) Selective resource
sharing.
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paths and end up increasing the path delay. For example, the vertical arrows in Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) show the critical path delay
of each circuit. As can be found from these figures, selective resource sharing will mitigate the entire area at the cost of clock
degradation.
2.3 RT-level Register Retiming
As explained in Section 2.2, selective resource sharing tends to
unbalance path delays. In order to shorten the unbalancedly long
path delays, conventionally, register retiming has been applied at
gate level during logic synthesis. This optimization technique relocates registers so that path delays before and after the registers
can be balanced in order to shorten critical paths while preserving
the functional equivalence.
Generally, more impacts on LSI circuits can be obtained by applying optimizations at higher abstraction levels of the LSI design
flow. Similarly for register retiming, further benefits of improving
clock frequency are expected by applying it at RT level, i.e., one
abstraction level higher than gate level. In order to apply register
retiming at RT level, it needs to be performed during HLS, more
specifically after binding [6].
In the following, an algorithm of RT-level register retiming is
described in Algorithm 1 and explained using examples in Fig. 4,
where only paths related to retiming of FU f are highlighted and
listed. Definition of notations used in Algorithm 1 and Fig. 4 can
be found in Table 1.
Descriptions at lines 4-8 of Algorithm 1 are for shortening critical paths which became longer due to MUXs inserted to share
large FUs. First, it finds and removes paths which are connected

Fig. 4 RT-level register retiming: (a) An original circuit which shares FU f,
(b) A refined circuit where the lifetime of values stored in registers u
and v overlaps, and (c) A refined circuit where the lifetime of values
stored in registers u and v does not overlap.
Table 1 Definition of notations.
REG
FU
RES
S HARED FU
IN PORT (k)

PAT H
IN REGorg (p)
path(k, l, pl )
overlap(u, v)

A set of registers
A set of FUs
A set of resources (registers and FUs),
i.e., RES = REG + FU
A set of shared FUs, i.e., S HARED FU ⊆ FU
A set of input ports of resource k.
i.e., |INPORT (k)| ≥ 1 i f k ∈ FU and
|INPORT (k)| = 1 i f k ∈ REG
A set of paths between resources
A set of registers connected to port p in the original
circuit, i.e., IN REGorg (p) ⊆ REG
A path from resource k to resource l’s input port pl ,
where pl ∈ INPORT (l)
T rue if the lifetime of values u and v overlaps each
other, otherwise f alse
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Algorithm 1 RT-level register retiming
1: Input: An RTL circuit where selective resource sharing is applied
2: Output: A refined RTL circuit by RT-level register retiming
3: for all f, p f ; f ∈ S HARED FU, p f ∈ IN PORT ( f ) do
4: PAT H := PAT H − {path(u, f, p f ) | u ∈ IN REGorg (p f )}
5: REG := REG ∪ {r}
6: PAT H := PAT H ∪ {path(r, f, p f )}
7: for all u; u ∈ IN REGorg (p f ) do
8:
PAT H := PAT H ∪ {path(k, r, pr ) | k ∈ IN REGorg (pu ),

pu ∈ IN PORT (u), path(k, u, pu ) ∈ PAT H}

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

if !overlap(u, v), ∃u, v ∈ IN REGorg (p f ), u  v then
PAT H := PAT H ∪ {path(r, h, ph ) | path(u, h, ph ) ∈
PAT H, ∀h ∈ RES }
PAT H := PAT H − {path(k, u, pu ) | path(k, u, pu ) ∈
PAT H, k ∈ IN REGorg (pu )}
PAT H := PAT H − {path(u, h, ph ) | path(u, h, ph ) ∈
PAT H, ∀h ∈ RES }
REG := REG − IN REGorg (p f )
end if
end for
end for

to input ports of shared large FUs (line 4), e.g., a path which
is connected from register u to input port p f of shared FU f in
Fig. 4 (a). Next, register r is newly added (line 5) right before
shared FU f , for the purpose of moving MUXs from the front of
FU f to that of register r. In other words, register r plays a role
like a dedicated register of FU f so that register r directly gives
data to FU f , without passing through any MUXs. Then, a path
from register r to FU f is newly connected (line 6), as well as the
ones from other FUs (e.g., FUs k and l in Fig. 4 (b)) to register r,
as displayed.
Descriptions at lines 9-14 are then for removing redundant registers in order to reduce area. If the lifetime of values stored in
registers which were originally connected to the same shared FU
(e.g., registers u and v connected to FU f in Fig. 4 (a)) overlaps
each other, Algorithm 1 completes at line 9 (Fig. 4 (b)). Otherwise, because these values can share the same register (i.e., the
dedicated register r), the registers storing the values (i.e., registers u and v) are redundant and can be removed. To realize this,
first, paths are added to connect from the dedicated register r to
FUs which have incoming paths from these redundant registers
u and v, such as FU f in Fig. 4 (c) (line 10). Then, paths which
are connected to these redundant registers u and v are all removed
(lines 11-12). Finally, these registers themselves are also removed
at line 13.
This RT-level register retiming is more eﬀective for applications which are more resource-hungry and have more MUXs inserted before the shared FUs. By performing this in conjunction
with selective resource sharing, clock improvement and area mitigation can be expected at the same time.

3. Experimental Setup
Our HLS framework, which is described in Fig. 5, integrates
COINS*2 [10] for SSA transformation and eXCite for HLS. eXCite takes as input C programs and clock frequency constraint,
transforms the C programs to a CDFG, and performs back-end
*2

Although eXCite performs SSA transformation for dataflow analysis, we
found that COINS more powerfully performs it than eXCite does.
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Table 2 Characteristics of benchmark programs.
Benchmarks
adpcm
aesenc
blowfish
fadd
fmul
gsm
mips
sha

Variables
Non-SSA SSA
270
1,279
191
436
126
414
186
378
116
198
155
452
37
84
56
240

Table 3
Fig. 5

Overall synthesis flow.

processes (i.e., scheduling, allocation and binding) for generating synthesizable RTL descriptions. In the back-end processes,
first, scheduling is performed under the designer-given constraint
on clock frequency. Allocation then determines the number of
resource instances available based on the scheduled result. As
many instances of FUs as their compatible operations (e.g., adder
and addition operation) is used if designers do not allow resource
sharing, otherwise the maximum number of instances among all
control steps is set as the resource constraint. Such decision can
be made for each type of resources individually. Finally, binding
is performed to assign operations/values to FUs/registers under
the resource constraints. If multiple operations/values scheduled
to diﬀerent control steps are assigned to the same FU/register instance, such instance is said shared *3 .
Using the framework, in this paper, the eﬀects of resource sharing/unsharing on clock frequency, execution time (i.e., the number of execution cycles × the clock period), and area of synthesized circuits are quantitatively evaluated by the following
methods: FU sharing & register sharing (FU/S+R/S), FU sharing & register unsharing (FU/S+R/US), FU unsharing & register
sharing (FU/US+R/S), and FU unsharing & register unsharing
(FU/US+R/US). For R/US, diﬀerent registers were allocated to
each instance of variables. To do so, we have applied SSA transformation to input C programs during the framework described
in Fig. 5*4 . In addition to these four methods, to examine the effects of selective resource sharing and RT-level register retiming,
the following two methods are also evaluated: selective FU sharing & register unsharing without and with RT-level register retiming (FU/SS+R/US and FU/SS+R/US+RT, respectively). Only
multipliers were selected for resource sharing. We realized these
six methods through varying whether each type of resources is
allowed to be shared or not, during allocation.
In our evaluation, eight realistic benchmarks were used:
FLOAT ADD (fadd) and FLOAT MUL (fmul) in Ref. [11], and
adpcm, AES Encryption (aesenc), blowfish, gsm, mips, and sha
in Ref. [12]. Table 2 describes the number of variables for nonSSA and SSA descriptions in columns 2-3 and that of operations in columns 4-8. One 4-input LUT-based FPGA (Virtex4: xc4vfx100-ﬀ1152-12) and two 6-input LUT-based FPGAs
*3

*4

The scheduling and binding algorithms are unrevealed. While scheduling seems to be performed based on the ASAP scheduling, we cannot
find the binding algorithm, which is complex.
If variables are assigned in exclusive conditions and used outside of the
conditional statements, such variables are re-converted to a multi-defined
variable, to which the same register is allocated.
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Benchmarks
adpcm
aesenc
blowfish
fadd
fmul
gsm
mips
sha

Add.
286
210
278
31
23
212
9
132

Operations
Mul. Div. Shft.
70
4
13
14
13
4
3
4

4
53
3

Cmp.
182
31
27
31
20
93
36
37

FU instances (for FU/S and FU/SS).
Add./Sub.
74
18
152
17
11
34
4
26

Table 4

Mul.
16
2

Div.

Shft.
2

1
7
2
2
2

4
3
1

Cmp.
105
13
17
18
12
22
32
6

Registers (bits) for Virtex-4.

Benchmarks FU/S+ FU/S+ FU/US+ FU/US+ FU/SS+ FU/SS+
R/S
R/US
R/S
R/US
R/US R/US+RT
adpcm
6,350 16,716
4,914 13,542 14,385
13,046
2,765 6,556
3,753
5,432
5,072
5,398
aesenc
blowfish
3,750 13,872
1,662 13,366
fadd
2,648 3,801
4,964
4,457
fmul
1,841 1,272
1,816
682
gsm
2,968 9,876
1,965
4,339
3,912
6,653
mips
1,076 1,346
509
746
sha
2,822 8,547
1,423
7,052

(Virtex-5: xc5vlx110-ﬀ676-3 and Virtex-6: xc6vcx195t-ﬀ7842) [13] were specified as target devices. After HLS, logic synthesis and place-and-route were done by Synplify Pro D-2010.03SP1 and ISE 13.4, respectively. Besides applying gate-level register retiming, the constraint on clock frequency was automatically
set during logic synthesis, so that the maximum clock frequency
can be achieved. HDL simulation was conducted by Modelsim
6.2e [14] to measure the execution cycles.
During HLS, while as many FUs as their compatible operations
specified in Table 2 were used for FU/US, the maximum number
of instances required among all control steps (i.e., the minimum
number of FU instances) specified in Table 3 was used for FU/S
and FU/SS. Similarly, to store values in the datapath, while as
many registers as variables in Table 2 were used for R/US, the
minimum number of registers was used for R/S. Note that optimizations during logic synthesis often vary the number of registers at the gate level from that at the RT level. Thus, we show
the number of registers after logic synthesis, in Table 4, for each
of six synthesis methods on the Virtex-4 device. The results in
Table 4 did not change largely for Virtex-5 and 6.

4. Experimental Results
For each FPGA device, Figs. 6, 7, and 8 describe clock improvement, execution time improvement, and area overhead*5 ,
respectively, against the results of FU/S+R/S (baseline), by those
of the other five methods for three benchmarks (i.e., adpcm, aes*5

Negative values mean area reduction.
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Fig. 6 Clock frequency improvement: (a) Virtex-4, (b) Virtex-5, and (c) Virtex-6.

Fig. 7 Execution time improvement: (a) Virtex-4, (b) Virtex-5, and (c) Virtex-6.

Fig. 8 Area overhead (in terms of Slices): (a) Virtex-4, (b) Virtex-5, and (c) Virtex-6.

Fig. 9 MUX distribution (classified by the number of inputs): (a) apdcm, (b) aesenc, and (c) gsm.

enc, and gsm)*6 and by those of the three methods, except for
FU/SS+R/US and FU/SS+R/US+RT, for the other benchmarks.
In each figure, results for each benchmark and average on the
Virtex-4, 5, and 6 FPGAs are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respetively. Furthermore, for the three benchmarks (i.e., adpcm,
aesenc, and gsm), the numbers and size of MUXs inserted by the
six methods are illustrated on Virtex-4 in Fig. 9. In the following
subsections, we will discuss observations and findings obtained
from the results.
*6

Although fmul contains four multiplication operations, FU/SS+R/US
and FU/SS+R/US+RT were not applied since these multiplication operations are all executed in parallel and no multipliers are shared.
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4.1 Clock Frequency
From Fig. 6, the following six features regarding clock frequency are observed:
(1) FU/S+R/US leads to clock improvement for some designs
and degradation for the others against the baseline. Through
in-depth analysis of logic synthesis reports, we found that this
method often decreases MUXs before registers but increase
MUXs before FUs since a lot of incoming paths concentrate from
a large number of registers to the small number of FUs. Because,
as have been also reported in Ref. [15], control logic for MUXs
inserted before FUs resides on critical paths in most cases, the increase of such MUXs critically aﬀects the clock frequency, which
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Table 5 Comparison of Virtex-4 and 5 in terms of LUT and inter-Slice delays (ps).
Devices
Virtex-4 (Speed Grade -12)

LUT delay
[16], [17]
150

Virtex-5 (Speed Grade -3)

80

inter-Slice delay [18]
1-hop
2-hop
751
906
(5.0x)
(6.0x)
665
723
(8.3x)
(9.0x)

led to clock degradation by up to 17%.
(2) For all designs, except for fmul*7 , FU/US+R/S improves
clock against both the baseline and FU/S+R/US.] By thorough
analysis on logic synthesis reports, we also found that in most
cases, paths from the controller to MUXs inserted before FUs
go through more gates and encourage longer critical path delay
rather than those from data registers to the MUXs. Thus, reduction of the former paths contributes to more clock improvement
in this method than in FU/S+R/US.
(3) Although FU/US+R/US achieves the highest clock frequency in most designs, FU/US+R/S outperforms in some others.
When using a lot of resources through unsharing, two counter effects would happen at the same time: clock improvement by removing all MUXs from critical paths, and clock degradation due
to growing global interconnections (i.e., inter-LUT interconnections) along with an increase in area. In newer FPGA devices,
the delay of inter-LUT interconnection is much larger than that
of intra-LUT interconnection (i.e., LUT delay itself). This effect becomes more significant when using LUTs located in farther
Slices. This can be seen, for example in case of Virtex-4 and 5,
from Table 5 summerizing LUT and inter-Slice delays extracted
from [16], [17], [18], where values in parentheses are normalized
by the corresponding LUT delay; the 1-hop inter-Slice delay (i.e.,
when using LUTs in the most neighboring Slices) of Virtex-5 is
8.3x of the LUT delay, which is larger than the case of Virtex-4
(i.e., 5.0x); And, similarly, the 2-hop inter-Slice delay of Virtex-5
(i.e., 9.0x) is larger than that of Virtex-4 (i.e., 6.0x). Thus, for
clock improvement, FU/US+R/S is preferable for larger benchmarks on newer FPGA devices, otherwise FU/US+R/US. Actually, in Fig. 6, for larger benchmarks such as adpcm and blowfish
on the Virtex-6 FPGA device, FU/US+R/S achieved higher clock
frequency than FU/US+R/US.
(4) By sharing multipliers, which have long delay and reside
on critical paths, for all benchmarks and devices, FU/SS+R/US
ends up degrading clock frequency due to MUX insertion on such
critical paths, compared with FU/US+R/US. Especially for the
largest benchmark (i.e., adpcm) on the 4-input LUT-based FPGA
(i.e., Virtex-4), a lot of MUXs concatenated, which are realized as
a long chain of 4-input LUTs, before the shared multipliers, result
in significant clock degradation as can been seen in Fig. 6 (a). For
the 6-input LUT-based FPGAs, on the other hand, these MUXs
are merged each other and implemented with the smaller number
of LUTs (shallower in depth), leading to less clock degradation.
Furthermore, as explained in (3), area reduction by sharing large
FUs helps shorten global interconnection for the 6-input LUTbased FPGAs, which to some extent cancels out the drawback of
MUX insertion on critical paths.
*7

Because fmul is relatively small, the absolute diﬀerence was not so large.
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(5) For most benchmarks and devices, FU/SS+R/US+RT
achieves considerable clock improvement compared with
FU/SS+R/US. Especially for Virtex-6, the joint eﬀects of
RT-level register retiming and area reduction by sharing large
FUs brought the highest clock frequency*8 . Since FU/SS+R/US
performs the conventional gate-level register retiming, this
result evinces the eﬀectiveness of more aggressively performing
retiming at a higher abstraction level, i.e., RT level.
(6) In most benchmarks, larger clock improvement is achieved
by FU/US and FU/SS for newer FPGA devices. This is because
in newer FPGA devices, which are based on more CMOS scaling technology, global interconnections are more dominant and
area reduction through MUX removal and sharing of large FUs
is more eﬀective to improve clock frequency, as have been seen
from Table 5. These impacts are bigger for larger benchmarks,
where the small number of FUs is shared by the large number of
operations (i.e., a lot of MUXs are inserted) when FU/S, and/or
where a lot of expensive operations are used (i.e., a lot of expensive FUs will be required when FU/US).
From the aforementioned observations, the following conclusions are derived, for achieving higher clock frequency; a higher
priority for unsharing should be given to FUs more than registers; FUs, particularly small ones, should be unshared for newer
FPGA devices (e.g., in Virtex-6 than in Virtex-4); when unsharing FUs, registers should be also unshared in older FPGA devices
(e.g., in Virtex-4 than in Virtex-6), especially for larger designs;
large FUs had better be unshared in older FPGA devices; and
when sharing large FUs, register retiming should be performed at
higher abstraction levels, such as at RT level.
4.2 Execution Time
As for execution time (i.e., the number of execution cycles ×
the clock period), the following two findings can be obtained from
Fig. 7:
(1) In most benchmarks and FPGA devices, R/US improves execution time compared with its counterpart R/S (i.e., FU/S+R/US
vs. FU/S+R/S, and FU/US+R/US vs. FU/US+R/S). If R/US
achieved higher clock frequency than R/S, its improvement rate
of execution time becomes further bigger, whereas if R/US was
outperformed in clock frequency, the diﬀerence between R/S and
R/US in execution time becomes smaller. In these experiments,
register unsharing is performed after SSA transformation, which
increased the chances of behavioral optimizations to encourage
operation-level parallelism, i.e., execution cycle reduction.
(2) No impact on the execution cycles was observed by FU/SS
and RT since they preserve operation-level parallelism obtained
by FU/US+R/US. Thus, for FU/SS+R/US w/ and w/o RT, the
results of clock frequency are directly reflected on those of the
execution time.
From these results, we can say that interestingly register unsharing can increase the potential of improving the execution
time.

*8

FU/SS+R/US+RT achieved the highest clock frequency not only for adpcm but also for aesenc and gsm although the diﬀerence from the second
highest is very small.
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4.3 Circuit Area
Similarly, four findings regarding area (i.e., the number of
Slices used) can be observed from Fig. 8:
(1) For some benchmarks, circuit area is countintuitively reduced by FU/US and/or R/US, i.e., by up to 57% in fmul on
Virtex-4. Because sharing small resources (e.g., adders and registers) by a number of operations/variables leads to insert a lot
of MUXs, which occupy large portion of the total area in such
benchmarks, unsharing is an eﬀective way for area reduction.
Due to the large MUX area in total, even when unsharing increased the circuit area, the rate of area overhead is smaller than
that of clock improvement, especially on newer FPGA devices.
(2) The area overhead by FU/US increases when R/S, but reduces when R/US. This may be explained by the structure of FPGAs. In FPGAs, a Slice contains multiple LUTs and flip-flops
(i.e., registers). If either of FUs and registers only are unshared
and the use of components in Slices is unbalanced (i.e., much
more LUTs are used than flip-flops and vice versa), the number
of Slices utilized may increase largely.
(3) FU/SS+R/US achieves smaller area than FU/US+R/US, except for in aesenc on the 6-input LUT-based FPGAs (i.e., Virtex-5
and 6). This is because of FU area reduction by sharing large FUs
(i.e., multipliers) and MUX area suppression by limiting the FUs
to be shared. For aesenc on Virtex-5 and 6, on the other hand,
the logic synthesizer could not optimize well MUXs locally concentrated, leading to rather area increase. We did not clearly find
what diﬀerentiated the result of aesenc from those of adpcm and
gsm since it is resulted from very complicated combinational effects of the features of applications and those of optimizations
during logic synthesis.
(4) RT-level register retiming was conducted for clock improvement, but also has impacts on area increase/decrease. We
found that RT often brings further area reduction in the cases
where FU/SS reduced area and conversely area increase in the
other cases. As have been discussed in Section 4.1, area reduction and increase, especially on (near-)critical paths can now account for helping improving and degrading clock frequency, respectively. It is natural for register retiming to slightly increase
or decrease area, but actually the eﬀects of RT (e.g., adpcm) were
much larger than our expectation, which may be resulted from the
FPGA structures and very complicated eﬀects of optimizations
during logic synthesis, discussed in (2) and (3), respectively.
One may expect that unsharing more FUs and registers will remove more MUXs, which will lead to larger clock improvement
at the cost of using more resources. But here, from the aforementioned observations, we witnessed that this is not always the
case – for example, for not few designs in our experiments, selective resource sharing, which is to share critically large resources
only while unsharing the others, overcomes complete resource
unsharing (i.e., FU/US+R/US), in terms not only resource saving but also clock improvement, in spite of the fact that the former contains MUXs more than the latter. Such results indicate
that the eﬀorts made by a number of existing works in order to
reduce resources by sharing and/or to improve clock frequency
by unsharing may not always work well. Good resource sharing
strategies may depend on the application features. Further explo-
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rations will be necessary for developing more sophisticated HLS
technologies, which should be definitely one important direction
in future HLS works.
4.4 MUX Distribution
Finally, in order to prove the discussions above, Fig. 9 illustrates MUX distribution of the six methods in the three benchmarks, adpcm, aesenc, and gsm. The x-axis and y-axis represent
the number of MUX inputs classified by the number of MUX
layers and the MUX counts in each classification, respectively.
(1) The two methods with R/S (i.e., FU/S+R/S and
FU/US+R/S) show greater values in the right of the figure
than the other methods, meaning that these two methods contain
a number of large MUXs. R/US pushes down the overall of the
graphs in adpcm and gsm, and shifts the peak of the line graphs
to left in aesenc, which indicates that R/US successfully achieved
great reduction of MUXs in all of the benchmarks. As can be
seen from the figure, the eﬀects of MUX reduction by FU/US
and/or R/US are large especially in gsm, in terms of both MUX
counts and layers. These eﬀects prove that resource unsharing
can eﬀectively bring clock improvement and area reduction at
the same time.
(2) From Fig. 9, we can see that R/US has a bigger impact on
the reduction of the number of MUXs than FU/US. R/US, however, may not always bring high clock frequency, i.e., when used
with FU/S. A small bump by FU/S+R/US in the right of each figure, which is especially remarkable at 65-128 in Fig. 9 (b) and at
33-64 in Fig. 9 (c), represents MUXs inserted before FUs. Such
MUXs are on (near-)critical paths, leading to little clock improvement or even clock degradation compared with the baseline (i.e.,
FU/S+R/S) as shown in Fig. 6. From these results, we can reaffirm that clock frequency is aﬀected more by how large MUXs
are inserted on which paths, rather than by the number of MUXs
in the circuit.
(3) There is no big diﬀerence in MUX distribution among
FU/US+R/US, FU/SS+R/US, and FU/SS+R/US+RT. They effectively mitigate MUX insertion, or accept only small MUXs
when MUX insertion is inevitable. As have been discussed in
(2), clock frequency is largely aﬀected by the location of MUXs
inserted. This may explain as well about clock improvement by
RT, which well relocates MUXs to avoid critical paths without
changing the size of MUXs.
We have reaﬃrmed that the location of MUXs inserted is a
more essential factor for clock frequency than the number of
MUXs. Such important fact has been neglected by a number
of existing works in HLS literature, particularly about resource
binding such as Refs. [2], [3], which focus on the number of interconnections between resources (i.e., equivalent to the size of
MUXs), not but on their location. Obviously, these approaches
are not practical since the problem is not resolved in a realistic
perspective. This fact should be handled more carefully in the
future literature.
4.5 Discussion
In these experiments, we well-observed the eﬀects of various
resource sharing methods and register retiming methods on clock
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frequency, execution time, circuit area, and MUX distribution,
on three diﬀerent FPGA devices which are widely used. As we
have witnessed from the above results, on FPGA-based designs,
clock frequency and circuit area may rather have a positive correlation, i.e., the larger area, the higher clock frequency, especially
for large applications. Also, we have confirmed that the size and
location of MUXs inserted are a more critical factor for clock
frequency than the total size of MUXs, which have been conventionally used as an optimization metric in a number of HLS
works.
These results will help not only circuit designers to usefully
utilize HLS tools but also researchers/developers to study better
strategies for resource binding and other optimizations. Exploring such strategies considering not only features of applications
at both behavioral and RT levels but also device features (i.e., the
number of inputs to LUTs) is essential for both area and performance improvement.
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5. Concluding Remarks
As both high-level synthesis (HLS) and FPGAs have been attracting more attentions, FPGA-oriented HLS optimizations have
been recently studied, especially about resource binding (or resource sharing), which gives large impacts on circuit area and
performance. However, due to oversight or neglect of some important facts in existing works, HLS technologies have been still
immature.
In this paper, we have quantitatively evaluated impacts of various resource sharing methods and register retiming methods on
clock frequency, execution time, circuit area, and MUX distribution of HLS-generated circuits through eight practically large
benchmarks and three widely-used commercial FPGA devices.
Through experiments, we revealed a lot of important insights on
resource sharing which have not been well-focused. Furthermore, based on these results, we also have showed up inadequate approaches which have been taken in a number of existing
works. The important findings and directions disclosed in this
paper should contribute to development of more practical and sophisticated algorithms for further advance of the HLS technology.
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